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Pat Brennan who celebrated his 80th birthday on May 20th was President of the IASCW in the 1970s.
He is perhaps better known as the founder, with Sr Stanislaus Kennedy, of the Kilkenny Child Care
course which ran from 1971 to 1981. As Director of the course, Pat inspired over 200 graduates of
the course, inter alia, to question and challenge themselves first before questioning and challenging
the system. In 2009 he was the recipient, with Sr Stan of the Orchard Children’s Services’ award at
the annual conference. The Kilkenny course was unique in that continuous assessment, dependent on
the results of course work and placements and far removed from its popular image as permissive and
undemanding, was the basis on which the professional award was earned.
Interesting to note is the ethos on which the course operated as outlined in its aims and objectives: The
main “tool” is the personality of the worker… Through seminars, tutorials and group experiences each
person on the course will be enabled to look at how he / she has grown, coped with suffering, learnt from
life, achieved satisfaction, established relationships or otherwise. In this way it is hoped that he / she
will then have personal insight and sensitivity to the stages of growth and challenges of life that confront
individual children in care and be challenged to relate theory to practice.
As the following extract indicates, the greatest tribute paid to the Kilkenny course was not an intended
one. In 1976 former Taoiseach, John Bruton, the then Parliamentary Secretary (Junior Minister) in the
Department of Education in correspondence with the then Taoiseach, Liam Cosgrave, on the financing
of residential care had this to say:
My Department is reviewing the position of the residential child care course in Kilkenny. It may be that
some of the pressure for salary scales – and particularly for what we would regard as unreasonable
levels of salary – arises from the expectations generated among graduates of a professional training
course. The question is whether the course, in its aims and contents, is pitched at too high a level and
whether a course of that level is required by our needs. (CICA -Ryan Report- 2009 Vol 1V 4.865)

What can one say?
Happy birthday Pat
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Registration and CPD - Where Are We Now?

By the time you read this, interviews will have taken place to appoint a CPD Officer for Social Care.
This appointment is certainly progress. It comes after a number of years discussion, planning around
details and then seeking a vehicle through which the appointment might actually be realised. Part of the
latter problem was that the IASCW is not an employer. However, as noted elsewhere DIT came to the
rescue and made the mechanics of the appointment possible.
CORU (Health & Social Care Professionals Council) recently concluded a consultation process on CPD
and representatives of all the bodies for registration attended a workshop in April as part of that process.
The workshop looked at the draft Framework Document which had been circulated by CORU.
Important to note is that CPD for registered professionals is not discretionary but is a requirement under
the 2005 Act. It is a core element of the regulatory environment.
Clearly note that the following is in the context of the consultation process and may not be exactly what
emerges when the final guidance is issued by CORU later this summer. It is however an indication of
what will emerge.
Once a practitioner registers, there is a duty to engage in CPD and the onus is on the individual to
determine how s/he acquires the necessary credits to maintain their registration status. The number
of CPD credits suggested in the draft document is 60 to be acquired over a 24 month period around
activities relevant to the practice and role. An annual declaration of compliance will be required and an
auditing process will also be in place.
Now before anyone begins to faint it is important to remember a number of things around what the
above says. One that emerged at the workshop was that because of the nature of their work, social
workers and social care workers have an advantage in terms of how they might acquire 60 credits over
a two year period where many of the other professions might struggle. Why? Because of the range of
inservice training done, the range of seminars, workshops, conferences, etc available to social care
workers and social workers.
Now before you quite rightly say “there is no time anymore for attending anything” or “ my boss allows
me absolutely nothing in terms of training” it was pointed out that, for HSE workers at least, under the
2005 Health Act, the HSE has an obligation to assist workers in their professional development.
One other very important and consoling aspect of this is that it will be 4 years after the CORU board
for any profession is established before the CPD scheme for that profession will be introduced. The
following is the sequence:
•
Board appointed
Year 1
•
Register opens
Year 1 (8 months approx.)
•
Grandparenting period
Year 2&3
•
Eligible applicants on register
Year 4 (six months approx.)
•
CPD Scheme introduced for Profession
Year 4
At the moment the registration boards for social workers, radiographers, dietitions, speech &language
therapists and occupational therapists are open. We are given to understand that social care workers will
be in the next group when the Minister approves which boards will be established. We had expected that
2012 would have seen that happen for social care workers so now it’s the hope that 2013 will actually
see it.
So, were the social care board to be established in 2013 it would be 2017 at the earliest that CPD would
formally kick in as a requirement. The big advantage we now have is that with a CPD Officer for
social care now appointed there will be a good timeframe for developing the role and in particular for
acquainting social care workers with the theoretical and practical understanding that CPD will entail.
That has to be good news.
Yes, CPD will be what many see as an added burden on already overworked practitioners but there
will be time for those interested and willing over the next 4 years to be well prepared for what will be
required.
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National Standards for Residential
Services for Children & Adults with
Disabilities Launched.

Minister Kathleen Lynch launched the above standards on May 14th in the Mansion House, Dublin.
This came at the end of a long process of lobbying, preparation and consultation and is testament to
those working in the disability sector who sought and continue to seek the very best in terms of quality
services for those in their care. The standards can be downloaded on www.hiqa.ie

Appointment of CPD Officer
for Social Care

After a long, arduous process, the IASCW in conjunction with DIT will shortly appoint a CPD Officer
for social care. Frances Conneely of the HSE’s Health and Social Care Professionals Education &
Development Section gave much advice and assistance over the past two years toward getting the matter
progressed. Credit is due also to Kevin Lalor of DIT for his efforts over many months to facilitate the
filling of this post through the external contracts system of DIT. Thanks also to Leon Ledwidge of the
IASCW executive for her help.
You will read in the editorial about CPD and its relationship to registration and it is timely that we have
reached the appointment stage which brings us into line with many of the other professions seeking
registration.

CAMHS – Social Care Workers Update

The IASCW has recently had a number of enquiries from some of the social care workers who have been
newly recruited to the Child & Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS). Many of these queries
have centred around the perceived difficulties that the new recruits may have in terms of establishing
themselves in a meaningful and constructive way as part of a multidisciplinary team. A further issue is
who line manages social care workers in their new roles. Up to now there have been many differences
in terms of line management as it pertains to social care workers already working in CAMHS’ teams.
Supervision is another issue needing attention.
Social care workers along with their colleagues who work as part of multidisciplinary teams in CAMHS
work within the legal framework of the Child Care Act (1919), Children First Guidance (2011), the
Mental Health Act (2001) and the Vision for Change document (2006). They are also involved in
the planning of service delivery and developing new ways of working more effectively as part of the
CAMHS team.
A draft HSE document titled Health & Social care Professionals Reference Group – Guidance Framework
March 2013 refers to a national reference group with representatives of the relevant organisations,
including the IASCW.
The aim is to develop national guidance that would assist “local services by outlining basic requirements
and offering some potential options for addressing deficits. While interim measure are welcome the
reference group recommends that a new working group be convened without delay to address the longer
term issues relating to the establishment of adequate and sustainable structures for line management
and supervision to meet the requirements of quality service provision, registration and professional
development in health and social care professionals in mental health.”
Furthermore, the draft notes: The position of social care work as a profession in mental health requires
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particular attention at this time. While there have been social care workers and leaders working in in
child and adolescent mental health services for some considerable years their presence is the exception
rather than the rule and their numbers are small…. Social care workers and leaders aspire to the
development of line management and supervision structures similar to those of other health and social
care professions in mental health as their numbers grow.
To further examine and develop different aspects of the Framework document and look at the future
implications for social care workers a meeting will take place in Athlone Institute of Technology at the
end of May. It is hoped all CAMHS social care workers will attend.

SCI Annual Conference

Very positive feedback emanated from the Social Care Ireland conference which took place in Limerick
on March 20th/21st last.
David Pithers, with his keynote address, set the pace for the conference with his talk on Attachment
Theory in Practice. David developed his theme of not growing away from childhood but growing with it
and gave a number of cogent and powerful examples in developing his theme. Niall Muldoon from the
Ombudsman for Children’s office spoke about Learning from Complaints and priorities emerging from
Ombudsman’s office. The keynote address on day 2 was by Michael Corcoran whose talk was entitled
Panel Beat My Soul. See elsewhere for extracts from the keynotes.
Once again, the quality of the workshops proved that, even in times of economic constraint, there is
much excellent work being done and hopefully delegates went away with some new, innovative ideas
on what is possible and positive.
Lillian Lancaster, IASCE President launched the latest edition of the IJASS which was a Special
Edition on Child Abuse Reports.
Pat McGarty of Tralee IT and a founder member of IASCE received the Orchard Children’s Services
award for his contribution to social care over many years.
See the SCI website where material from the conference is posted.
Credit goes to the conference committee, the sponsors and the contributors which made this conference
another step in establishing the SCI annual conference as a date for diaries. The next edition of the
IASCW newsletter, The Link, will have details of dates and venue for the 2014 conference so that
prospective delegates can plan ahead.

Child & Family Agency

In reply to a parliamentary question relating to progress on the new Child & Family Agency, the Minister
for Children, Frances Fitzgerald had the following to say on May 9th.
The Government has approved the Heads of the Child & Family Agency Bill and has also agreed to
the priority drafting of this Bill. The necessary legislative and organisational preparations are being
prioritises so that the Agency can be established as soon as possible. This piece of important legislation
provides for the subsuming of functions from three separate agencies: namely the HSE, the Family
Support Agency and The National Educational Welfare Board which both currently come under the
remit of my Department.
…In preparation for the formal establishment of the new Agency Ms. Norah Gibbons will be initially
appointed as Chair of the existing Family Support Agency, one of the constituent bodies to be merged
into the Child and Family Agency.
…Meanwhile legislative preparations are advanced with finalisation of the Child & Family Agency Bill
nearing completion in conjunction with the Office of Parliamentary Counsel. I expect to introduce this
Bill to the House in this session.
The Social Care Ireland website has been “down” since late April because of technical difficulties which
have now been resolved. Apologies for this, especially to those trying to make contact by email.
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Spent Convictions Bill 2012…
Good News, but…

Over a number of years individuals have contacted the IASCW seeking clarification and on occasion
assistance where they have found themselves precluded from taking up a position as a social care
worker because they may have been convicted of an offence. The conviction in question may be one that
has nothing to do with their being a danger to children. It may be a relatively minor conviction which is
10, 15 or even 25 years old and could be something like a public order offence when the individual in
question was 19 or 20 years old.
With the second stage of the Spent Convictions Bill 2012 presented in the Dail in March there may now
be some hope that such an individuals may finally not have an incident of many years ago stand in their
way of gaining employment. This is, by any standards, an interesting and innovative piece of legislation.
In presenting the new Bill, Lucinda Creighton deputising for Minister Shatter, noted that “We all know
people who are now in their 20s or 30s who ran foul of the law for a relatively minor offence in their late
teens or early 20s and feel that the spectre of their conviction looms over their efforts to move on with
their lives.” She further noted that there is a spent convictions regime in place for children under section
258 of the Children Act 2001. She outlined some offences which can never be spent. These include
murder, rape, manslaughter and sexual offences covered by the Sex Offenders Act 2006. No more than
two convictions can be spent.
This all sounds sensible and forward looking but for social care workers there may be a catch of sorts.
Section 9 states that certain employments are excluded under the legislation and one of those is “work
or activities involving children or vulnerable persons that require vetting under the Vetting Act.”
However, Minister Creighton, in commenting on this section, clearly opens the door to a more liberal,
common sense approach where previous convictions, unrelated to the care of children or vulnerable
adults. She said: “Employers have a duty to consider everyone who applies for a job on their merits.
When they are applying for a job in an excluded employment, including the public service, there is
an onus on the employer to only take the fact of a conviction, where this is declared, into account
insofar as it calls into question the capacity of the person to carry out the job. For example, there
are a whole raft of minor convictions that one would have to disclose when applying for a position
with children, that would have no bearing at all on one’s fitness to do the job and a prospective
employer should not allow their judgement be jaundiced by the fact of a conviction that has no
relevance.”
Essentially, despite the Minister’s vie as expressed, the matter comes back to what has always been
acknowledged to be the case, i.e., it is up to the prospective employer’s discretion. Some employers
may be quite willing to take a reasoned view in such circumstances but others, essentially to cover their
backs, may not. Certainly, up to the time (2007) that the Department of Education managed the children
detention schools it was the case that any conviction precluded someone from taking up employment
in that sector.
The vetting procedure will remain as is and the HSE, in response to our queries on the on the new bill,
had the following to say:
Currently, applicants provide the Garda Central Vetting Unit their written authority to release details of
all prosecutions (as follows) –
“I the undersigned who have applied to work as / employed as _________________ hereby authorise An
Garda Siochana to furnish the Health Service Executive (HSE), a statement that there are no convictions
recorded against me in the Republic of Ireland or elsewhere, or a statement of all prosecutions successful
or not, pending or completed, in the State or elsewhere as the case may be.”
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The introduction of the Bill should not in itself have an impact on the current operation of vetting
procedures as the HSE is listed in schedule 3 of the bill as being a ‘relevant’ employer for the purpose
of the bill/act. However, we will have to undertake the normal documentation reviews in addition to the
industrial relations mechanisms to ensure that staff and their representatives are aware of the legislation
and the implications of same.
It is hoped that in making decisions around employing social care workers the employing agencies will
be cognisant of the spirit of this legislation as well as the letter of it.

Carlow College Symposium
“ADHD – A Psychodynamic Perspective”
By Damien McLellan

The Masters in Therapeutic Child Care Course at Carlow College presented its third national training event
in the George Bernard Shaw Theatre at Visual in Carlow on April 8th 2013, offering a psychodynamic
perspective on ADHD, subtitled “An Illness of our Time?” Our first training event, Making All the
Difference in 2009 was followed by Taking the Road Together in 2010. These occasions continued the
theme begun at The Road Less Travelled conference in Kilkenny presented by St Bernards in 2000 to
celebrate their 25th Anniversary as a child care centre and to share their journey thus far along the road
to becoming a therapeutic community.
All of these events were intended to inspire and enable professionals to work with children and other
service users according to mainly psychodynamic and therapeutic community principles. ADHD
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) had often come up for consideration by many of us in
professional practice situations and was something we knew we would have to address sooner than later.
RTE broadcast the Prime Time programme on ADHD, A Cry for Help in November 2012 which seemed
to give ADHD a worrying degree of uncritical clinical credibility. So we decided to offer a training day
which we hoped would begin a conversation on the subject.
Peter Kieran, co-founder and tutor on the MATCC Course, introduced the proceedings, passing on
President Michael D Higgins’ support for the symposium as a much needed discourse on the gulf
between the humanistic approach and the medical model. Peter also shared the opinion expressed to
us by Gordon Jeyes, CEO Designate of the Child and Family Support Agency, that coherence on this
subject was important and often eludes Ireland.
I was the first of two speakers, the second being Dr Kevin McGrattan, a Senior Clinical and Paediatric
Psychologist currently with CAHMS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services) in Limerick. My
task was to present an overview of the situation before Kevin followed with a more clinical and detailed
perspective. (Kevin’s presentation will be held over until the next edition of Curam. Editor.)
I began by expressing my view that in 30 years’ time we could be looking back on the current widespread
medication of children with behavioural problems with the same shame and regret we now look back
on the Magdalen Laundries and the institutional and recent clerical child abuse scandals. I offered five
other serious current social care failures of this state that were highlighted recently by Carl O’Brien in
The Irish Times.
There is a worldwide discussion taking place, particularly in Australia, the United States and the United
Kingdom around the concern that the original diagnosis of ADHD as a pure form of organic damage is
being uncritically expanded to describe children whose behavioural problems could be better understood
as part of a complex but largely negative environmental experience.
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To illustrate the situation in Ireland today statistics from the 2012 report from CAMHS were presented
which indicated that the overwhelming majority of children now presenting with mental health problems
from across all age ranges were predominantly described as having hyperkinetic or ADHD disorders.
This would seem to be the basis of the medical orthodoxy that currently prevails in Ireland but what if
it was not based on reality and the lived experiences of children?
I then recounted how when John Bowlby first proposed that children could be unhappy and disturbed
by actual events in their real lives he was confronting the psychological orthodoxy that then prevailed
which insisted that troubled children were only preoccupied with Oedipal and sexual fantasies. It took
the films of James and Joyce Robertson, showing in harrowing detail the pain of children enduring and
sometimes not psychologically surviving separation, to eventually convince the sceptics that attachment
is a fundamental human need and that the instinct to achieve and sustain proximity is the most profound
and universal human driver.
Donald Winnicott, one of the former sceptics but eventually accepting the compelling basis of Bowlby’s
thesis, then wondered about the children who had never attached at all. He gave us the concept of the
‘facilitating environment’, the favourable circumstances which enable the infant to grow and flourish. This
environment needed a ‘good enough’ primary carer who would allow the new-born baby to experience
a continuity of the physical holding enjoyed in the womb without being exposed to unnecessary stress
and impingement. Unless the baby is able to internalise this holding he will be unable to subsequently
self-hold. Unless the baby is able to gradually see that his primary carer can be both good and bad,
both perfect and sometimes disappointing, the baby will not arrive at what Melanie Klein called the
depressive position, a mature and healthy acceptance that life can be both good and bad. The integrated
child has psychologically integrated the good and bad mother as well as the good and bad sense of self.
Building on the work of Bowlby, Mary Ainsworth and Winnicott, Mary Main offered a fourth category
of insecurely attached children, the disorganised insecurely attached child. This describes a child who
has not integrated, not successfully negotiated Eric Erickson’s Trust v Mistrust developmental milestone
and who has suffered considerable trauma and impingement on top of not having had a good enough
start to life. These unfortunate circumstances are known as ‘the double whammy’. These children
have no internal working models, are unable to contain or regulate feelings. So they impulsively and
uncontrollably inflict them on the environment they believe has failed them.
Allan Schore has relatively recently constructed his neurological developmental theories on the
foundations laid by Bowlby and Winnicott, arguing that attunement is the essential core of attachment
and that children who have missed out on a good enough attachment experience have also been deprived
of attunement. Attunement is when the infant experiences the full, exclusive and unconditional attention
of the primary carer. During these times, Schore claims, the baby produces the chemical dopamine
which is essential for the development of the neurological self-regulatory system. Without these shared
experiences, the self-regulatory system does not develop. Furthermore, in double whammy scenarios,
the infant, in order to survive stressful and dangerous situations, produces the stress chemical cortisol
which has a corrosive effect on the self-regulatory system and on the development of dopamine.
I then proposed that in evolutionary terms our natural self-regulatory neurological systems evolved
and worked well in primitive pastoral settings where mothers lived and worked alongside their babies,
supported by a sophisticated extended family support network. However, when we reflect on the situation
today for so many children growing up in families saturated with media stimulation but where there is
not ‘good enough’ attention, let alone attunement, where very long periods of day-care is the norm for
many infants as young as 6 months, where there is conflict and violence compounded by addiction and
mental health issues, where one in four children in primary schools live in single parent families, can
we be so sure that all of the children being currently so widely diagnosed and medicated for ADHD
behaviours are simply affected by a genetic neurological disorder?
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Isn’t it more likely that these children present with attachment disorders due to the deficit of attachment
and attunement in their early months and the stressful and dangerous conditions in which they struggle to
survive? As Bowlby might have argued, couldn’t the cause for their distressed and distressing behaviour
be better explained by the ‘not good enough’ environments they are struggling to survive in, rather than
something ‘not good enough’ in them, as the medical model claims.
The psychodynamic treatment alternative presented in the Workshops
Kevin and I offered workshops in the afternoon but for me the highlight of the day was that three social
care workers, Laura Healy and Padraig McCullogh from Don Bosco in Dublin and Ciaran Reddin
from St Bernards in Fethard also offered workshops. They each presented on a child diagnosed with
ADHD that they had worked closely with as a keyworker. They described how the children had begun
by testing them, to see if they were safe and dependable, and then becoming very dependent on them.
Knowing that their keyworkers were tuned into them, the children began to ask for early deficits and
needs to be addressed by way of special treats or rituals exclusive to them. Gradually the children
who had previously behaved impulsively and were a danger to themselves and others began to selfregulate and make significant improvements in their behaviours and their lives. These workshops were
attended by many of the Carlow College students who must have been inspired by their peers and
fellow professionals and the high and sophisticated quality of work that is possible to be undertaken in
therapeutic settings.
Damien McLellan is a consultant psychotherapist who works directly with children and families and supports staff
teams to work from a therapeutic perspective. He is course leader of the Masters in Therapeutic Child Care Course
at Carlow College which is now inviting applications (see insert).     

Working with Mental Health Issues
Jamie Gillian Connolly

In social care professions it is the obligation of governing bodies like (CORU) and (HIQA) to regulate
standards and competence in care settings. It is essential for social care workers to have a clear
understanding of their role as a professional care worker; working with clients and working within a
multi-disciplinarian team. This article aims to outline the role of a social care worker working with clients
experiencing mental health issues like major depressive disorder (MDD). In recognising significant
factors associated with mental health issues; social care workers are armed with the awareness necessary
to help clients overcome their difficulties. This kind of care can aid the recovery process and signpost
the preventative measures that can guard against relapse.
The introduction of national statutory registration for social care workers through CORU the regulating
body for health and social care professionals ensures public protection in the care professions by
regulating high standards in professional conduct, care, education, training and professional proficiency
amongst governed professions (CORU, 2012). Social care workers need to adhere to and follow the
code of professional conduct and ethics and act as gatekeepers of professionalism in providing front line
care to our clients in varying capacities.
As a social care worker providing care primarily on the front line it is essential to recognise mental
health issues in our clients. Part of this role is to understand the illness, advocate for and support clients
as part of a multi-disciplinarian team; in their journey whilst experiencing and managing their illness.
Understanding the role of a professional social care worker in this context allows the care worker
to have an active role in promoting clients recovery and assisting to overcome the difficulties they
are experiencing whilst maintaining professional boundaries. This is achievable by having awareness
of personal strengths, limitations and minding ourselves through appropriate use of supervision and
participating in further training which will continue to protect clients with enduring mental health
difficulties and promote the standards set out by CORU and other governing bodies like HIQA.
When a person experiences major depression (MDD) they have a significantly diminished quality of
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life because of depressive symptoms (Bennett, 2006). Symptoms experienced are often considerable
and can be life threatening. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) is the tool used by clinicians
to identify specific criterion to classify factors associated in diagnosing a range of psychological
disorders (SCI, 2013). According to the DSM-IV-TR the symptoms associated with (MDD) include;
unexplainable pain, emotional distress, feeling sad or anxious, and having motivational and cognition
difficulties (Aware, 2012). Clients will also experience diminished interest and pleasure in almost all
activities, appetite in affected and weight loss or gain may be apparent. A health care professional
monitors these symptoms over a two week period and if at least five symptoms have been present Major
depression is diagnosed (Miller, 2005).
When social care workers recognise that both the nature and nurture debate is behind major depression
they are able to assist clients in understanding the behavioural, genetic and socio-cultural aspects to
their illness and how participating in appropriate treatment and therapy is part of the recovery journey
necessary to overcome major depression. Psychological explanations relate to cognitive and behavioural
functioning. Over generalisation, personalisation of negative issues and absolute thinking stem from
negative schemata developed in childhood. When early negative and personal attributions are made to
stressful events, for example; parental divorce or dysfunctional/difficult familial relationships this can
disrupt or consequential breakdown relationships and family work and social lives for clients.
Social care workers need to recognise how unique and personal these psychological stressors can be,
and that manifestation of major depression can differ from person to person. In order to assist the multidisciplinarian team social care workers acting on the front line observe, identify and report individual
prodromal symptoms. Prodromal symptoms are subclinical or less obvious and intrusive symptoms
which may appear in an individual’s behaviour before the onset of a psychological disorder (Carr, 2012).
Advocating for and on behalf of clients who may be in the initial stages of treatment and may be unable
to express their own needs, wants and opinions is an important part of the social care workers role.
This could mean starting a conversation around the introduction of anti-depressant medication, how the
client is reacting to it and how symptoms are getting better or worse . Advocacy can take on different
meaning depending on the context so it is important to define what is meant by advocacy from a social
care practice persepective. The social care workers role in advocacy refers to representative advocacy
involving a person acting as advocate to speak on behalf of a group or individual for example a family
who require the need but have not got the capacity to fulfil this role themselves (McNamara, 2009).
By using person-centred practices such as this the person or group who desires change in their lives is;
supported, protected and position outlined in favour of taking steps to promote any positive changes
necessary for their care (O’Brien, 2011).
This kind of philosophy to care work allows the profession to identify and focus on the source of
challenges that are recurring for clients and how best to tackle them through advocating positive change
in care, service provision and future social policy and standards of care proposed by governing bodies
like CORU and HIQA (O’Connor, 2009). When social care workers are empowered to be proactive in
their care philosophy; clients benefit from competent, appropriate and timely intervention.
An example of an active advocate for positive care changes to our Mental Health Act 2001 is Una Butler,
a woman who lost her husband and two daughters tragically, after her husband experienced depression.
Una Butler is advocating a proposal to amend aspects of current service provision which will encourage
the involvement of partners and families in the treatment and care of mental health illnesses such as
depression; appropriately identifying risk assessments for effected families (RTE, 2012). Continuous
family support for those indirectly affected by (MDD) should reduce the environmental impact for
spouses and children by providing awareness and understanding of the difficulties experienced with the
illness and by assisting with day to day functioning in family life. The social care worker in this context
could act as a family support and promote positive change by setting up smart goals for the family as
a unit to achieve specific, manageable, attainable, and realistic and timed improvements in family life
(DCYA, 2007).
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Partaking in such smart goals is part of Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT). This kind of therapy assists
with the promotion of interpersonal and social skills. It also improves communication techniques,
supports the learning of positive coping mechanisms and encourages self-help skills in coping with
the day to day. Another therapy- cognitive behavioural therapy assists by challenging the antecedent
behaviours and negative thinking patterns clients experience and promote positive and appropriate
responses to challenging/stressful events. It is essential for social care workers to have an understanding
of the therapies clients experience with mental health illness like major depression. Understanding these
therapies will ensure clients are supported and enabled to complete homework from cognitive behaviour
therapy sessions; practice communications skills; assist with life changes and encourage engagement
with complementary therapies and/or practices like joining support groups, using mindfulness-based
therapy and exercising. In doing so social care workers are supporting clients and families in all aspects
of their recovery journey.
Major depression is an enduring mental health issue which significantly affects the individual and
disrupts a person capacity to function, in work and home life. Regulating bodies govern best practice
and standards; social care workers through professional and ethical conduct play a significant role, in
advocating for clients in a multi-disciplinarian team, assisting them in understanding mental health
issues and appropriate medication and therapies and by encouraging small progressive steps through
smart goals which assist and encourages clients in their thinking and behaviour enabling them to recover
to the best of their ability; at their pace leaving them prepared and empowered for future life events.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Jamie Gillian Connolly is a social care student in Carlow I.T. She is passionate about the prevision
of interventions for those experiencing difficulties, especially depression, in their daily lives.

Good Luck…to all social care students around the country in their examinations.

Also, we wish good luck to those who will finish their college education this summer
and hope that their efforts to find employment will be successful.
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By: Laura Forde-Droy, Social Care Worker

Abstract: This article looks at students’ perceptions of the drama module as part of a social care course.
How these perceptions compared to its use in practice were observed using a participatory approach.
The participants were from the Sligo area.
This article illustrates a comparison between the impact drama has on social care students and how
drama can be applied to different sectors in the social care field. A rationalisation of the research
methods employed will be looked at. The main themes of the research will then be highlighted, before
the researcher’s recommendations, which are ideas stemming from the voices of the service users, will
be explored. There is much research showing the many and varied advantages to drama as a tool to
increase knowledge, self esteem and a wider world view. According to Vygotsky (1978) learning occurs
through a social process which includes imagination and creativity, where this creativity and learning
are interlinked (Littleton, Staarman & Wood 2010). Learning involves internalising meanings which
are deemed to be correct within a society and creativity involves externalising these unique meanings,
resulting in various interpretations to be provided to others (Littleton et al 2010). Vygotsky showed
that learning and creativity are developed through interpretation of tools and symbols and are recreated
through engagement and communication (Littleton et al 2010). This engagement and communication is
enacted in drama for students.
In relation to drama in the disability sector, plays produced by those with disabilities highlight the
discrimination they can face from the public (Abbas, Church, Frazee & Panitch 2004). Using role
reversal here shows those without disabilities how patronising and uneducated their views can be (Abbas
et al 2004). It is shown here that in the disability sector, drama can be used as a means of expression,
education, building confidence and self-advocacy as those with disabilities are now using drama to
represent themselves and express their disability culture to the rest of the world. Drama can also acts as
an educational mean for children, youth and adults with disabilities (Warren, Richard & Brimbal 2007).
In youth work, drama can be adapted during a time when change is expected by exercising creativity,
increasing confidence, helping build positive identities and helping them achieve roles in their lives
(Fitzgibbon 2005). Drama serves a purpose in personal development, facilitation skills, empowerment,
conflict resolution, group work and as a means to move towards social change in working with young
people (Clifford and Herrmann 1999). Furthermore, The National Association for Youth Drama
illustrated areas of increased personal development owed to using drama.
Community development can benefit from the use of drama. Forum Theatre is an intervention tool that
highlights situations in everyday life (Artfusion nd). Drama plays a role in community development
through promotion of literacy, physical training and discussion groups to name a few (Banham, Gibbs,
Osofisan & Plastow 1999). Epskamp and Epskamp (2006) showed drama in community work includes
community participation, empowerment and active learning. Drama can also provide an emancipatory
approach to the community as it provides them with a voice (Hinsdale, Lewis & Walker 1995).
Augusta Boal’s theatre of the oppressed, opens a door for change, tackles and heals oppression and
provides a safe environment where people can confront their own fears (Schatz, Tracy & Tracy 2011).
Furthermore, Brecht’s epic theatre allows another view of the world to be produced and questioned
and promotes the ability of change in this world through human participation (Betzien 2007). Brecht’s
theatre looks to break possible emotional recognition while giving the audience time to re-think their
first method of resolving the issue.
It has been shown that there are limitations to social research as only one method of research is often
chosen (Bryman nd). Therefore, multiple methods of research were used. Participatory research
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conducted included a focus group with service users marginalised within the community and forty
questionnaires were distributed to fourth year social care students who had undertaken work placements
in an attempt to gain knowledge as to the need, use and appropriateness of drama in their placement
settings. A semi-structured interview was undertaken with a lecturer who has experience of using drama
both with students and in the social care field.
During consultation with organisations in an attempt to arrange a focus group with service users, one of
the main findings of my research was in accordance with organisations in the Sligo area that use/do not
use drama as a tool in the social care field. The results are illustrated in the following table;
ORGANISATION
Use Drama
DO NOT USE DRAMA
Youth Organisations (12)
17%
83%
Community Organisations (4)
0%
100%
Family Organisations (6)
0%
100%
Disability Organisations (7)
29%
71%
Mental Health Organisations (2) 0%
100%
Homeless Organisations (2)
0%
100%
It is an understatement to say that drama is not used enough in the different sectors of social care in
the Sligo area. This is outrageous as now is the time to incorporate drama as governments are trying
to build a more variable work place in relation to creativity in the ever changing environment of social
care (Clouston et al 2010). Participant four of the focus group suggested that if professionals observed
the drama projects they are doing then they would be educated to empathise and help improve the
issues highlighted. Participant one commented that Sligo has a problem with racism, which is visible
throughout organisations funding their projects. This is a dispiriting statement about the area, however
all participants clarified this through personal experiences with racism through their time in Sligo.
Another finding illustrated the need for students to learn drama. Regarding students having a drama
module, Participant one said “students need to understand and show empathy for the people they are
working with, as well as understanding how to adapt drama and incorporate it to suit different group
needs”. Funding issues are unmistakably a concern to all sectors of society. Writing and communication
skills are essential requirements for campaigning for sponsorship. Both Participant one and Participant
three suggested that students need to act as advocates to voice opinions and locate funding. This would
involve many cognitive attributes and imagination on the social care workers behalf such as imagination,
language and literacy skills. These elements would be explored through the drama module.
A main theme highlighted in the focus group surrounded discrimination
and integration. Participant three emphasised the idea that Sligo has a
problem with racism which is also evident in funding as it was shown
that one must have contacts in order to receive resources. Moreover,
Participant one made an important point in that “this could be difficult to
overcome as such change can only come about if individuals seen the
projects they are doing in order to highlight such issues”. What’s more
is Participant two’s observation “drama helps to demonstrate
discrimination in the community and therefore provides opportunities to generate positive attitudes and
intercultural learning”. Moreover, Participant three acknowledged a need for integration through drama
“mixing for example the Irish, the Africans, the Travellers and the Polish”. Unfortunately, Participant
three intensely produced his feelings on his life in Sligo feeling ‘It’s like you’re in jail”.
Drama provides a voice for service users. Participant two mirrored Barnes (2008) suggesting that drama
is an advocacy method for those whose voices are normally not heard and are too afraid to speak. He
added saying drama is a tool for “speaking for the silent voices”. Furthermore, the interviewee illustrated
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the need to use different communication forms through drama in social care settings, demonstrating
a personal experience while working with an individual who was motionless, used no methods of
communication and this changed through the use of a puppet “She literally went from that, you know,
state of being so closed down from any communication to this lighting up, and she lifted the puppet
obviously my hand still in, up like this, held it in her hand”. This shows the many diverse opportunities
for incorporating imagination, confidence and skills learned in the drama module to individuals while
working in social care to help others communicate. The majority of all students who undertook the
questionnaire believe that skills learned and developed in the drama module positively impacts services
provided. This is illustrated in the above graph.
Additionally, education and personal development were also key learning points in all primary research
carried out. Participant three illustrated that the audience can learn from the actors as “they provide
opportunities for learning through situations as it can be used as a means of explaining and therefore
teaching people”. “The whole idea of developing confidence” stated the interviewee from observing for
25 years’ how drama impacts personal development. Furthermore, the interviewee promoted drama to
provide individuals with “plenty of self-awareness” and helps individuals by “being able to find a little
more sense of themselves”.
Due to the lack of literature and primary research in this area and on reflection of this piece of research
carried out some recommendations are proposed, incorporating the voices of the service users, the
students and the organisations involved in the primary research. Students who do not choose the
elective are untrained as to how to approach using drama as a tool in different sectors. Also there is
a high quantity of services not providing drama to service users. Owed to this reason, the researcher
recommends that drama become a mandatory subject as part of the social care course. Furthermore, the
researcher identified gaps in research regarding the impact drama has on students, particularly those
undertaking the social care course and how this impacts their future careers. A large scale study is
required throughout Ireland to determine organisations that use or do not use drama as a tool, which
would highlight the vision of change required throughout organisations in Ireland.
Additionally, further research in the form of an emancipatory approach needs to be taken to raise
awareness on the potential beneficial effects drama has on both service users and students alike. This
would also add to literature in the area which has been highlighted to be problematic.
Funding and resources need to be allocated for introducing drama in social care. This would allow
barriers to participation in society to be broken down and educate the public as a whole. However if
practitioners have not been trained, the results may not be as expected. The interviewee articulated
“Because you know drama in itself is nothing, it’s how it’s used. It’s only as good as the person using
it”. Funding needs to be provided to train social care practitioners how to incorporate drama as a tool
appropriately throughout the diverse sectors of social care.
In conclusion, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the impact of drama as a tool in the social care
field. This is both with students and professionals in the field. The main barrier to participation of
service users is the lack of drama being used throughout organisations. This research illustrated this to
be a particular event in the Sligo area. Furthermore, the main barrier for students in the drama module
is it is an elective and therefore a lack of knowledge of how drama is used in practice evolves.If these
barriers were broken down, service users could move towards social change as they educate the public.
The participants were lucky in this research to be taking part in drama. The same cannot be said for all
other service users in the Sligo area, who are not receiving the benefits drama has to offer. It was made
evident that there is an issue with the silent voices of service users throughout the sectors in social care.
The findings regarding this mirrored literature found in this area. Further research is required to move
towards social change, to eradicate the sense of the silent voices and to empower service users to move
towards social change. This could help create awareness throughout the social care field for the needs
for social care practitioners to choose the drama module as part of the degree course.
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Book Review: The God Squad

2014 will see the 25th Anniversary of Paddy Doyle’s “The God Squad” (Corgi 1989). Katie Carroll
the reviewer was not even born when the book was published.

Katie Carroll

My name is Katie and I am currently a third year student in Social Care Practice in the Institute of
Technology, Sligo. I have been asked to review the book ‘The God Squad’ for the upcoming 25th
anniversary of the much acclaimed biography of Paddy Doyle’s early years. This harrowing story of
life, loss, struggle and neglect spans begins with a four year old Paddy who has to be taken into care due
to the death of both his parents. The book continues to his pre-teen formative years in a hospital where
he was subjected to surgery after surgery for experimental purposes. Reading and understanding the
events that befell Paddy during these years serves as an incentive for anyone in the caring profession to
recognise the right of every human being to be treated with love, respect and dignity.
The cruel and inhumane treatment of young children in care in the not so distant past is upsetting to read
about and one can only imagine the kind of strength and inner will these young and vulnerable children
needed to struggle living in such conditions. Paddy Doyle gives us a vivid and capturing account of that
time in his life when he was most vulnerable and yet most neglected.
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The reader is given a snap shot of when visitors to came to St Michael’s Industrial School in Cappooquin
of Paddy Doyle singing in a boy-soprano style about the love of a mother. The comparison between
the treatment the boys received in this school and that of a mother is very contrasting. It’s very sad that
Paddy sings of when a mother’s love is gone it will be sorely missed leaving the reader wondering what
it feels like for the children that never knew the love of their mother. As a social care professional, in
an ideal world, I can see that the nuns in charge were meant to take the place of a mother and care and
nurture the boys.
The cruel treatment of the boys didn’t stop at the irony of the songs they sung and the prayers they
said. Corporal punishment was severe and frequent. It was not only physically gruelling but mentally
traumatic too. From being beaten to being sexually molested Paddy Doyle covers every upsetting detail
of his life in Cappoquin in a factual yet dignified manner.
After noticing Paddy’s slight limp and ignoring the first opinion of a doctor the nuns take Paddy to a
hospital and from there Paddy begins a new chapter of his life where he is bumped from ward to ward
and hospital to hospital. Just when he has settled into his new surroundings and getting his bearings he
is rushed off again to another doctor, consultant, ward or hospital. In today’s knowledgeable society
we know that uprooting and unsettling a child can have catastrophic effects on the child mentally. This
is clear to see in his growing fear of being alone, dying and his recurring nightmare of a hanging man.
It is difficult to read about this and how questions were asked about him but never really to him. We
now know the importance of asking and including the service user in any events that are to do with
them. This is never more apparent than when Paddy is informing us of how serious one surgery he had
received. He explains that it was years later when he found out himself just how dangerous the operation
had been. He learned from a documentary how the surgery was carried out and how lucky he was to
come out of it alive, even though as a result of all the invasive operations he is permanently disabled.
In his teen years Paddy settles into his environments forming strong, meaningful relationships with
his peers, nurses and doctors. It was pleasing for the reader to find out that he found much confidence
in these happy surroundings and his condition stopped deteriorating. Paddy goes on to tell us of how
he was fostered into a family home and accepted as an equal in the family unit. The support of this
family lead Paddy to be involved in so many activities and he found himself wanting to challenge life
and sought out this challenge through independent living. During this time he falls in love with a nurse
which raises a few eyebrows. The couple are insulted that society is treating them like they can’t make
their own decisions. They find the strength they need in the love that they have for each other. They are
married with one child and a second on the way as Paddy Doyle draws that chapter and the book to a
close.
For anyone, not just people with a social care interest, the underlying message in Paddy’s story is not so
hidden. It’s about the care and love that we have for each other to bring out the best, to treat each other
with love, with respect and with dignity. There is a message too for those given responsibility and power
over the vulnerable in our society to remember Paddy’s story and to ensure that it never happens again.
My admiration for Paddy grows throughout the book for the courage and strength he had to overcome
such obstacles and yet he details his life story in such a matter of fact way. it is clear that it is neither
sympathy nor glory that he is trying to achieve. Twenty five years ago this year the book was published
at a time when speaking out about such atrocities was unheard of. He is simply trying to tell the world
his experience to raise awareness and prevent history from repeating itself. This is a truly attitudealtering account of one boys fight for respect, equality and love.
As a student struggling through a recession and other twenty first century problems ‘The God Squad’
really makes me appreciate what I have achieved and inspires me to be the best I can be in my role as a
social care professional.
Katie Carroll is a Social Care student at Sligo I.T.
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Why Be Happy When You Can Be Normal?
Author: Jeanette Winterson (Vintage 2012)

Review by Victoria Ward

This is both a heart-warming and heartbreaking autobiographical tale of courage and how the desire
for a happy and meaningful life could not be extinguished. Jeanette Winterson tells her life story in a
fragmented style which serves to highlight how she departmentalised her life in order to cope with her
dysfunctional and abusive childhood. The lack of love, affection and acceptance explains how in later
life Jeanette still finds it hard to give or to receive love, always striving but never quite understanding.
Jeanette’s childhood was dominated by her adoptive mother, Mrs Winterson, and the constant message
that her mother believed the Devil had led her to the wrong crib when she adopted Jeanette. It was an
abusive childhood with regular beatings and nights spend locked out of the house in the cold. Jeanette
showed resilience and spirit and often reacted to being locked out all night by drinking all the milk the
milkman delivered before heading off to school.
Mrs Winterson was very religious who preached the unforgiving Old Testament. Forgiveness, acceptance
and encouragement, things most of us take for granted from parents, were not easily achieved in the
Winterson household. Most nights were spent at some kind of religious gathering with little or no time
for childish activities normally associated with growing up. In Jeanette’s teenage years she came to the
realisation that she was homosexual and this led to the horrific ordeal of being locked up for three days
and nights with no food while Mrs Winterson and the church elders performed an exorcism on her. A
truly horrific experience for any young woman trying to come to terms with her sexuality. Happiness
and wanting love had no place in Mrs Winterson minds, just what she termed “being normal”.
Escape from the house to school was also not a pleasant experience. School was a lonely place for the
little girl that did not quite fit in, who was sent to school with religious mottos stitched to her school
bag. A fear of rejection made Jeanette reject those who tried to make friends with her. This gave her an
element of control over her life although the happiness associated with that control quickly passed to
feelings of loneliness. Jeanette was always the child on the outside looking in, at home and school.
There is very little said about Mr Winterson and what little there is shows him to be a quiet man,
dominated by his wife. Theirs was not a happy marriage but one in which love and affection had no
place.
It is not surprising that Jeanette became an award winning author; the local library was her haven.
At home reading was restricted while in the library Jeanette could escape into literature. It was Mrs
Winterson who, unwittingly, gave Jeanette the ambition to write her own books when she burnt the
books Jeanette had been hiding. While staring into the ashes of her dreams Jeanette decided she would
become a writer herself.
Jeanette describes being accepted into Oxford to read English as an opportunity to transform her life
beyond recognition. Women did not read English at Oxford, they went to teacher training college and
kept house. Jeanette enjoyed the experience of Oxford being surrounded by her favourite things – books.
Even such a great achievement could not provide Mrs Winterson with reason to be proud of Jeanette and
visits home were tainted with sermons of the “sin” of being gay.
Jeanette misses twenty five years from her story, the years in which she established herself as a successful
author and screenwriter. Many years later Jeanette decided to find out about her biological mother. The
book gives a frank description of how challenging this was both emotionally, mentally and legally.
The hurdles that Jeanette encountered left her drained physically and emotionally. Eventually she did
meet her biological mother. This meeting was difficult and took great courage to go through with. Most
surprising for Jeanette was her mother’s unconditional acceptance of her sexuality. This unconditional
acceptance was not something Jeanette had ever experienced from a parent before.
The most poignant aspect to Jeanette’s story is that she is not sorry her biological mother gave her up for
adoption. She is not sorry Mrs Winterson adopted her. Who would she have been if she had stayed with
her mother? These are questions that Jeanette does not know the answer to; however, most uplifting and
empowering is her journey into the present day where comes to know that she does like who she is now.
Review by Victoria Ward, a Social Care Student, Limerick Institute of Technology
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Attention -New Social Care Book

Gill and Macmillan will publish a new book in 2014
on social care practice.
This book is unique in that it will be written by social
care workers for social care workers, students and
other relavant professionals.
The book will present individual stories and case
studies from practice in variety of social care settings,
informing readers on;
•
•
•

Best practice
What went wrong and lessons learned
‘How to do social care’ in this setting, and other
advice for workers and/or students entering practice
within this field.

We want you to write about your practice, and the
editorial team will provide you with the support
you need to turn your story into a chapter. If you
are interested in learning more please contact
Denise Lyons or Noel Howard at;
Denise.lyons@itb.ie
Nh99@eircom.net

Even dads are dangerous!

India Knight, writing in The Sunday Times earlier this year ended the following article, written from
personal experience, with the sentence “Is it just me, or is this both sexist and insane?”

What do you think?

“I’m in the process of booking sleepovers for children at a London museum. It’s unbelievably exciting.
At least to me.. I love this museum so much that I used to bunk off school to explore its galleries. On
the sleepover, you hunker down by the exhibits and get a torchlit tour and there are games and all sorts.
So far, so fantastic. And then I fill in the forms and I notice that – because I am taking an all girl group
– men aren’t allowed to be in our pod. They have to go and sleep at the other end of the gallery, far, far
away, like lepers. Obviously, I wasn’t planning on introducing some random male: I had booked a ticket
for the father of my daughter, her actual parent, as provable by birth certificate or passport –I wasn’t
expecting the museum to take my word for it. But no: he can come but he can’t be part of our sleepover
group.
I tried for ages to think of a sensible reason for the ban on men, but could only come up with this:
someone thinks dads pose a danger to children. It seems crazily dirty minded for the museum to suspect
that the father of a young girl would be at the sleepover for sinister reasons. Is it just me, or is this both
sexist and insane?”
****
Whenever you feel like criticising anyone... just remember that all the people in the world haven’t had
the advantages you’ve had.
The Great Gatsby by F Scott Fitzgerald
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Letters, views, comments, articles on social care issues always welcome to above or nh99@eircom.net
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TTM Healthcare, Ireland’s most trusted recruitment partner, has
been delivering exceptional results for customers for over 10 years.
We source and place locum, contract and permanent staff for
public, private and charity / voluntary organisations throughout
Ireland, the UK and Internationally.
We work hard to earn the continued respect and trust of our
customers across Ireland. We do this by supplying suitably trained
and qualified staff on a consistent basis, tailored to our customer’s
needs. TTM are also the exclusive partner to the HSE for Social
Care, Allied Health & HCA professionals in the HSE West Region.
Let us help you manage your recruitment in social care - by making
TTM Social Care your recruitment partner of choice for 2013.
TTM have current vacancies:
We are currently recruiting Personal Assistants/Support Workers
nationwide to support clients with disabilities in their own homes,
on a locum basis.
TTM are also now recruiting for locum, contract & permanent:

SentdedinCV!
upda

•
•
•
•
•

Qualified Social Care Workers
Qualified Social Workers
Care Assistants/Support Workers
Homeless Support/Refuge Workers
Family Support Workers/Access Workers

Interested?
Contact: Tracey Downes
T | +353 (0)65 686 9306
M | +353 (0)86 795 8687
E | tdownes@ttmhealthcare.com
www.ttmhealthcare.com
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